
 

Handycafe is a free antivirus software for Windows, designed to provide a quality interface and other features, including: anti-
everything protection, intelligent scan engine, instant scan and a lot more. If you want to test the program’s capabilities or use it
for an extended period of time without paying anything, the product key has been provided in this post. This is an introductory
blog post about Handycafe with information on what makes it one of the best antivirus programs out there today. We will walk
you through its features that make it stand apart from competitors in both quality and affordability. Handycafe can be freely
downloaded at Handycafe.com. To test it fully, you are required to enter your email address, choose to download the trial
version or full version and then follow the on-screen instructions to complete installation. However, if for any reason you are not
satisfied with the results of the trial version, uninstall it without creating a backup copy first or simply choose not to buy it, you
can do so by simply deleting the Handycafe folder instead of deleting all program files. The setup file is INstallshield Wizard-
based and has a size of around 148MB. The setup will automatically detect the OS on your computer and install the program
accordingly. After installation, you can view how many threats have been detected by clicking on the “Check” button. So, on
first glance what makes Handycafe so special? The first thing you will notice is its friendly interface with a different look to
most other antivirus or anti-malware programs that are currently available. The color scheme of black background with white
font is easy on the eyes and allows for quick reading of information displayed on screen without any problems even with longer
text. There is no doubt that the developers of this program put some thought into it. The main window displays a collection of
various protocols and file types that the program thinks it is necessary to protect. This allows you to add such features such as
popup warnings for chosen programs, add exceptions for files and folder in Windows Explorer, set an advance scan schedule
and much more. The process of scanning for particular programs or files is easy and very fast. You can use the “View” option in
the menu bar to see all scanned objects and decide what action should be taken. For example, you can choose to open suspicious
files with an existing program or delete them completely. Using the “Advanced” button, you can access more useful features
like an option to stop popup messages on your computer, update the program whenever it is necessary (which is usually done on
start-up), schedule a malware scan and set up a whitelist for certain file types. Users of Windows XP, Vista and 7 will be happy
to see that Handycafe supports all three major platforms. The list of supported languages available includes English, French,
German, Hungarian, Italian and Spanish. Multiple languages can be selected for interface customization according to your
needs. It is recommended that you keep the default settings for this program as they have been optimized for maximum
performance and provide a user-friendly experience.
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